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The Journal of Marketing Research was founded in 1964 by the American Marketing Association 
to provide an outlet for advanced scientific contributions to the theory, method, and practice of 
marketing research.  Although in its early years much of the work published in the journal 
focused on advances in quantitative methods, from its inception the journal was seen as having 
a much broader mandate by welcoming advances in the study of consumer behavior and 
managerial strategy.  This broad view of scholarship continues through today, where papers 
published in JMR reflect the diversity of marketing as an academic field with articles 
demonstrating different substantive, theoretical, and methodological approaches.   Given this 
breadth, one of its advantages as a journal is inter-disciplinary reach; it is a journal where the 
best work in the behavioral, quantitative, and strategic research in our field meets in a common 
forum. 

JMR is overseen by a team of four co-editors, one serving as editor-in--chief.  When papers are 
submitted they are all initial viewed by the EIC, who then assigns the paper to one of the other 
three co-editors or him or herself for subsequent handling.   The co-editor then assumes full 
responsibility for assigning the paper to an associate editor and a team of (usually three) 
reviewers as well as the ultimate publication decision.  The EIC is currently Robert Meyer from 
the University of Pennsylvania, and his co-editors are Randy Bucklin from UCLA, Raj Grewal 
from UNC, and Rebecca Ratner from the University of Maryland.  

On an annual basis JMR receives approximately 650 new submissions as well as 300 revised 
manuscripts, with an overall acceptance rate of approximately 10%.   Of these new 
submissions, approximately one-third are returned to authors either as a desk rejection or a 
“desk revision”, in which authors are invited to resubmit the paper after it undergoes further 
development.  Turn-around time is comparable to that of other major journals, with authors 
usually receiving a decision between 70 and 90 days from the time of first submission.  

 


